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M was drunk in the subway
when he made the agreement,
the disastrous agreement,
to stop the future from happening
and to pay everyone
four times their money if the future does
come down.
B should assert a third-party complaint against him
alleging that M is liable for any fault found in B
because of his nonperformance
including everything that happens.
Exposed to infinite (and counting!) consequential liability,
obviously M must counterclaim everyone,
EVERYONE
for contributory negligence.

The river was a few blocks away
and a steady flow of people were going away
both ways. And I stopped to watch.
There were six of them, a bit creepy,
faces hidden, emitting weird noises,
sort of territorial and feral. It’s wonderful
to find an excuse to stop and watch.
Watching is so easy,
I think watching is the easiest part of life.

O is the Owner (hence the abbreviation)
of a vehicle, which he made available to B
(i.e. Bobby). Did O know
about Bobby’s reckless driving citations, DUIs, and such?
O made the vehicle available as an answer to Bobby’s prayers
and in every expectation that the future would not happen
because of O’s contract with M.
Despite his accident problems,
Bobby still needs to get around,
he has to work
and the jobs are far
and he has to support a family
even though he’s dangerous.
Does O have contributory negligence
for facilitating this?
O’s counterclaim against B
will be abandoned, probably
because O is so much bigger
and Bobby is what they call “judgment-proof”
because of his low-wage job.
I am proud to report Bobby
is in an experimental form of police management
in which he is coping
and too afraid to behave like Bobby.

It was savage mammal action, of the human kind,
but artistic, and therefore a little mellow
in the nutshell of art,
THE FRAME, with its distancing
estranging power
allowing the distressingly normal to appear charmédly strange.
In fact, as I noticed
riding on the train,
every moment of the day
is equally bizarre,
and art is the most tame thing
in the world (that’s why I like it)
where nothing unanticipated happens
and the savagery which one spends so much
time anticipating, is channeled into
thoroughly lawful behaviors
guided by unknown laws
which artists have chosen
(but artists are quite predictable
and it is easy to correctly guess
everything they intend.)

This club will have
anyone for a member
but changes every one of them
into a sore thumb.
Consider:
A is a kind of a wizard,
a pajama lizard
and he’s suing
because he bought a defective
wand of leprosy
which, through no fault of his own
triggered the wrong atrocity,
and all the Minoan endoscopy,
all the advanced, flexible, and therapeutic
mythical prosody
won’t unwither A’s necrotic reputation.
If A sues B,
B should assert
a counterclaim against A
for contributory negligence
on the theory that the wand’s defects
stem from A’s bad karma,
his necrotic aura
which smutches
and gunks
liminal space
so bad it vexed the hex
on which the wand cathected
so that, like a steam engine
the wand built up
at the oral phage
and bent.

My mammalian worries
(i.e. normative status worries)
seemed to fade,
as each sore thumb
grew hairs
and feathered
into a sore
YUM.
Unique institutions
cause people to have
unique experiences—
it’s a bit undemocratic, which worries me. . .
If you are wearing a feathered gas-mask
& the wildpack manners of avant-garde ways
within a boutique context,
your freedom might be philosophically trivial
but humanly OK (I would take it.)

O will arrive in his goat-driven flying chariot,
swinging his insurers by their feet
& flexing a cost-cutting flexibility
cutting through causal relationships with formalism
and replacing them with well-organized fictions
in which people take their lumps
(people like Bobby)
without getting any more vulnerable.
O’s cart, pulled by two flying goats
was difficult to manage
(or was it Bobby?)
To punish the goats, eager O butchers them
enjoying a massive quantity of gamey BBQ.
The next day (damn M!)
the goats jump back up
frisky and tumescent
ready to pull that chariot again!

Consider:

Consider:

Consider:

If art could make my status
irrelevant forever,
I would be SO happy.
Wouldn't we all?
Yes,
because I’m on the Left
I have decided for you
that you would be happier.
I can do that, by pure logic
because my heart is true!
You can go, and you can know
what is in my heart
which is constantly updated
on the Internet
and good for you!

M has been having a bad day
because there is a day to have.
Even the Internet seems poorer today.
Things that are life-like are predictable
and, in that way, they are quite unlike life.
And other clichés stood in line.
M will have to pay for all A’s damages
unless a dangerous new knowledge of causality
ensues, in which the slightest contact
become permanent and obligatory
takes the form of monthly payments
to everyone you didn’t lend a hand.
If everyone who didn’t stop M from making his promise
is now liable for the nonperformance of M’s promise,
we can begin again
with a bland new uncut boredom.

If society insists strongly enough on its default presumptions,
then the activities of citizens
will not alter their legal relations
and daily life will have the same mannered futility
as free art.
I’m not sure
because I haven’t tried it,
but maybe it would be better
or maybe the same
or maybe worse?
The power to change your own status through voluntary relations,
hurts,
oh yeah, some days it hurts.

This is a story left at the altar.
There were two people, Empro and Ballco.
Empro wanted to buy Ballco
and eat Ballco up so Empro would get bigger.
And Ballco wanted to be bought and eaten up,
and live happily ever after as part of Empro.
They agreed to do it, but first
Empro had to work out a lot of details,
think through a lot of things,
get things right with its accountants, shareholders,
heart, soul, mind, and board of directors.

While Empro was getting ready for the big commitment
and the big push
of swallowing up Ballco
(have you ever tried to put that many assets
in your mouth at once?)
Ballco meant another nice company,
equally pretty and much more eager,
and before Empro knew it
Ballco was gobbled, lock, stock, and pickle-relish,
by this fast-acting stranger.
Empro was so upset!
Empro sued
saying Ballco couldn't go live
in somebody else's tummy
because Ballco had already promised
to live inside Empro's tummy!
But the judge didn't want to try to put
the fried eggs back in their shells.
Case dismissed!
Poor Empro!

Ever since then Empro's tummy's always
burning like its hungry,
and all the stock options, chattels, IOUS and cashflows,
leveraged assets, liquidated damages and downpayments
and all the other things Empro has swallowed
have just sat in its tummy like a shapeless mess.
Meanwhile, Ballco's cozy
in a snug stomach,
one of an interlocking executive suite of forty-seven stomachs
containing subsidiaries from all over the world.
Ballco comforts those who were hostilely taken over
with a mug of warm red tea
and an understanding smile,
"He's not really all that bad.
You've just got to get to know him.
You've got to appreciate what's good about him.
"He's driven! And motivated!
And he cares about each of us.
Each of us is his small diamond.
Each of us is his sweet merge."

It takes a leap of faith to talk about our own self-interests.
The system’s self-interests seem to be our own
(that’s why we’re allowed to pursue them).
But if that were so, we would be fully transferable
and I’d be you if I were where you are.
Self-interests are efficient,
from a systemic point of view,
to the extent they’re transferable.
The recognition that these are only roles,
and the half-heartedness, the nothing at the heart,
the ruling nonagenda that ensues,
and the time wasted being nobody. , ; :
: ; , . That’s really inefficient.
That’s the source of massive delays.
And that’s where subjectivity comes from.
It begins with a huge waste.

If difference were efficiently transacted,
words would mean the same thing
no matter who said them,
and punches would mean the same thing
no matter who they hit
and you’d be treated the same,
with the same distrust
whether you were the beaten victim
or the accomplice who, so to speak,
and technically speaking,
might just as well have punched himself.
That’s the society where it’s perfect
because you erased all the distinctions
and insisted on assumptions first.
In the very teeth of facts,
we installed a contextless emptiness
around things, to keep them clean
by forestalling communication.

Identity in political terms is: difference quantified as self-interest.
We have to dislike each other, it’s structural.
But as a humanitarian and philosopher,
I have to insist: I dislike you because I fear you. That’s all.
No hatred.
It is only that disliking
is mysteriously useful.
It’s an economic signal.
It’s a guidebook on how to disperse.
Eventually, folk are so well-spaced
there begins to be no society.
The smallest gesture at communication
becomes remarkable and suspect.
This is a sign that your polity is governed by an economic percept,
and that your governing precept has been internalized
by the citizenry, who no longer need each other
who know the score
and what institutions they must be dependant on.
Now your only value is institutional affiliation
and your only power is manners,
USSR, USSA, USR, USA, the same.

And written on a big stick:
THIS CLUB WILL HAVE ANYONE.
And what will it have them for?
It will occupy the space that they are occupying
while they are there
in complete indifference to them
until they fall down.

My personality is feeling a lot like Ballco today,
a designated node
at the center of a frustrating economic function
explaining to people
why it matters that they have been hurt
and what the bright side is:
THE LUCKY THING IS TO BE REAL.
You can’t be real without some lumps.

Bobby had a whole family
and he would hurt anyone who hurt them
so he was always thumping himself.
Thump, thump, thump.
That’s how it went
in Bobby’s head.
Thump, thump, thump.
Empro employed him (when it wasn’t suing him)
for $13.11 per hour
to sit and consider
Thump, thump, thump.

It takes a lot of stupid ideas to survive.
Poetry, for instance, is an ancestor-worship market
each poet choosing free alliance
with her favorite from the past
and representing those influences,
with each opinion,
each aesthetic stricture an oath of allegiance to the deep roots
of that free choice.
It’s kind of like a pagan, household deity Shinto-type thing
where the books are the totems,
arks that carry spirits.
It takes ideas like that
so the world doesn’t just roll up its logics
roll up into its logics like
a purchase order
tucked into a blueprint
and disappear.

And the most beautiful idea of all
is finding fault.
And the most efficient way
is to let blame lie where it falls,
for the injured party to look
into a mirror.
Poor Empro!
Today my whole soul is Empro’s desperate need
for lateral expansion at any cost.
Poor Empro!

Deep inside of Empro
the masticated ligaments of O’s goats
are knotting themselves back together
stretching complexly
hooking up to globules of fats,
until, to cut a long resurrection short
all the little factual details come babbling forth
caressing their injuries
catching on the levers and pulleys
of the long dead shushing of the sea
as, with a roar like blowing the sea’s nose
Society vomits chariots!

Hmmmm. OK. So, yes
And with the abolition of individuated contracts
a robust system of relational defaults
would define everything unilaterally
the goal being to liberate human relations
from their own relevance
so that daily living would be a gratuitous territory.
Would everyone enjoy the freedom of doing things that don’t matter?
Do you enjoy it now?
Or do you enjoy the assertion of value,
the attack on the default presumptions,
the claim to be and know value in and through yourself?
Is this sort of John Lennon vs. George Bataille shtick
an interesting form of discourse?
Are we interested in the sort of questions that can only
be asked if our opinions on them don’t matter?

This book is for Richard Epstein,
for Kori Kresge and the Kori Kresge repertory,
for Tova Cooper.
And this book elects, as its ancestors
Benjamin Cardozo,
Charles Reznikoff,
the implied warranty (The Moorcock),
the implied obligation to use best efforts
(Lady Duff-Gordon),
the implied condition of continued existence
(Taylor v. Caldwell),
the implied warranty of the state of the world
assumed to exist as the foundation of exchange (Krell),

if assumptions could save us
they already did.
They let us go
when they ran out.
May the implications go unbroken!
Safety
is when you said it
long before you had
a mouth.
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